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Today we are diving DEEP into the
foundations of self-love and radical
authenticity.
Self-love can be such an airy term, what does
it REALLY mean?
The way I interpret self-love is a deep
oneness with self, a knowing that you exist
beyond this physical brain & body, that you
are SO much bigger than you even realize,
your soul is infinite and so is your potential. 
Truly loving our humanness in all of its
beautiful chaos and perceived flaws.
We must fall in love with our shadows and our
light, both are equal. Our perception that one
is bad has caused infinite inner turmoil in
humanity. If we accept every inch of our being
only then will our authenticity shine.

If you shine too bright for people then baby

tell them to put on sunglasses.

When we step into our true power and allow
our innate gifts to shine we are unafraid of
judgment, we are unafraid of letting our
biggest boldest self be seen.
(*I use unafraid lightly here as fear can be a beautiful
thing, it's all about being scared but doing it anyway.)

SHINE SO

BRIGHT
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Imagine being so boldly you that even if you were standing in front of
Beyonce you would hold your own knowing you are JUST as
incredible. You are equal.
(I mean okay a minor freak-out moment would be allowed.)

Remember babe, don’t dim your light to accommodate other's

smallness.

We hold ourselves back because of what we believe others will think
of us, we call it many things but the bottom line is a fear of being truly
seen.
It may sounds like... " I am lazy, It's just who I am, I am terrible at
follow-through, I suffer from...., I am unmotivated, My parents
taught me this.., I don't believe in...., I am not talented enough to
achieve that, I have tried everything before and failed." 
The list goes on, from there we...
+ Compare
+ Judge
+ Gossip

All as a way to protect our ego from what we don't want to feel,
FEAR.

“Embrace the glorious mess that

you are.” 

-Elizabeth Gilbert
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This is all to hide the fact that we are just fucking SCARED of being
truly seen.
Guess what?
At first, it IS scary, it’s like walking out into a crowd of people
completely naked.
THEY SEE ALL OF YOU but the more you practise shining, the easier
it becomes, and VERY quickly you will realize that shining is your
birthright, in fact, it’s your natural state.

Where our focus goes the energy flows. 

We can either continuously play into our fear or we can honour it and
move through with love.

 

+ We dismantle our sabotaging belief systems 

+ We say a big old F U to main stream beauty standards

+ We honour our body, it is a vessel for our soul but it is also a machine capable of INCREDIBLE

things. Feed it right, treat it right, move it often.

+ We honour that imperfection is perfection

+ We choose who we are everyday, do we be Sovereign?  or do we continue to play the victim?

+ We are extremely real with ourselves & our energy and how it could be sabotaging our current

reality

+ We aren’t scared to look to the past for clues of present healing

+ We understand that feelings are just feelings, we have a choice in how we interpret them

+ We know that most of the time it’s our feelings about a situation that hold us back, there

usually isn’t anything tangible stopping us, it’s our minds that create resistance

+ We understand that searching for approval from other imperfect humans will never serve us,

approve of yourself first

 

You are not a victim, you are the hero

RADICAL SELF-LOVE
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Remember in the movie The Holiday when Kate
Winslet's character, Iris is at dinner with Arthur the
playwright and he says 

“Iris, in the movies we have leading ladies and we

have the best friend. You, I can tell, are a leading

lady, but for some reason, you're behaving like the

best friend.”

Remember that you are the leading lady of your life
so why are you acting like the best friend?

I am so passionate about YOU. 
I believe no woman should ever suffer from her
own hand, you have the ability and power to BE the
leading lady even if you don’t know how right now.
That’s why we are here together, you chose to be
on this journey. 

Allowing every emotion to exist as a part of us,
THIS is self-love. 
Know that self-love isn’t about having only positive
emotions and experiences it's about allowing ALL
of you to exist. 

It’s all beautiful, life is constant growth and

expansion. 

LEAD THE

WAY
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There will never be another you so utilize this life
as the magical playground that it is, create, be do
whatever your heart is called to.

If you want to change something, change it!
If you can’t change it, allow it, but remember do
not change into something you’re not, you have
always been enough, everything you learn along
the way is just extra icing on the cake.

+ Find a memory that makes you smile. FEEL IT

+ Find a memory that makes you angry. FEEL IT

BE MORE

CURIOUS
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See how you have control over what you focus on?
See how each memory can call forth anger or happiness?

Choose happiness whenever possible & SHIFT PERSPECTIVE WHEN NECESSARY.
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+ What do you wish you could shift your perspective on?

+ What do you think of yourself?



WRITE  A

LOVE

LETTER

TO  YOU

Write about yourself, with only
love and admiration, push as
far as you can with this one.

Have a birds eye view here, if
it helps ask yourself how

might your best friend
perceive you?
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More ways to enhance self love in your life

Make a list of 10 things you have accomplished
in life
+ When we honour our talents and
accomplishments it reminds us how incredibly
capable & amazing we are! 

Mirror work 
+ Look yourself in the eyes, truly look. Notice the
person standing in front you. 
+ Talk to yourself like you would anyone you
admire “ you are beautiful, you are talented, you
are doing so good, I fucking love YOU.” Etc. 
Do this anytime you need a little pick me up.
+ This process can be quite emotional, we don’t
often take the time to truly look at our raw beauty.

Exercise
+ Pick something that's fun for you! Dancing,
walking, pilates, yoga.
+ Start small and go from there, don’t overwhelm
yourself with a crazy workout routine. Even 10-15
minutes a day is great! 
+ Your body has an incredible impact on your
mental health. Move it whenever possible.

YOU ARE

BOLD
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Food 
+ There’s a reason why they call the gut the
second brain, are you over working it? Under
nourishing it? Be radically honest with yourself
and your diet. When we bog down our system
with foods that are hard to digest or overly
processed it has a direct effect on our mental
state.
+ Go deeper if you are called too and hire a
nutritionist! 
+ It’s all about feeling ALIVE in this body. Don’t
worry about what the scale says, focus on how
you feel when you eat certain foods and really
take stock of how they affect you.

Incorporating a Daily Spiritual Practise
+ Having a magical morning routine 
+ Going out into nature often, connect beyond you
+ Utilizing crystals, tarot, EFT, visualization,
meditation etc. 
+ Journalling 

Body Language
+ Are you slouching or standing up straight?
Standing up straight influences our confidence!
+ Smile whenever possible, smiling releases
endorphins & serotonin. Even if you aren’t feeling
like smiling just force a smile for ten seconds, it’s
wild how quickly this can help change your mood.

SMILE

OFTEN
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Sensual practise 
+ Reconnect with your body and the divine feminine ( If you
have guilt attached to self-pressure, let’s chat about this in a

call but also do a deep dive into why anything that comes up is
natural babe ) 

+ Buy yourself a fun toy 
+ Try orgasm manifestation, as you are climaxing think of your

biggest goal in life this sends off a radical wave of positive
energy out into the universe.

 
 

For when you are in a rut and just can’t seem to get out

+ Dance
+ Call a friend for support

+ Focus on serving others, go volunteer, buy a stranger a cup
of coffee, do a kind deed etc

+ Make a list of things you are good at or better yet ask your
friends what they love about you

+ Learn something new! Show yourself how capable you are.
Something small like learning a dance on youtube, take a

pottery class, take a pole dancing class. Make it fun!
+ Put on your favourite funny show and make a cup of tea

+ If none of that helps then just BE and allow the nothingness
for a while then try again

Love Always,

Pia Rose



WHAT  DO  I  WANT

TO  BE

REMEMBERED

FOR?

WWW . Y O U D E S E R V E Y O U CO V E N . C OM

Y O U  D E S E R V E  Y O U
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